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ABSTRACT 
Hadoop is an open-source framework written by java and used for big 

data processing. It consists of two main components: Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce. HDFS is used to 

store data while MapReduce is used to distribute and process an 

application tasks in a distributed processing form. Recently, several 

researchers employ Hadoop for processing big data. The results 

indicate that Hadoop performs well with Large Files (files larger than 

Data Node block size). Nevertheless, Hadoop performance decreases 

with small files that are less than its block size. This is because, small 

files consume the memory of both the DataNode and the NameNode, 

and increases the execution time of the applications (i.e. decreases 

MapReduce performance). In this paper, the problem of the small files 

in Hadoop is defined and the existing approaches to solve this problem 

are classified and discussed. In addition, some open points that must 

be considered when thinking of a better approach to improve the 

Hadoop performance when processing the small files. 

Keywords: Hadoop, Big Data, Small Files, Hive, HBase, Amazon 
EMR, S3DistCp. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Hadoop is an open-source software framework and is developed to run in a 

distributed environment for parallel computing and storage. It is known that 

Google File System (GFS) was the atom of Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS). The HDFS consists mainly of several DataNodes which are used for 

storing the data and one NameNode which is used for organizing client access 

to the DataNodes and manages the metadata of the stored files, Figure 1 

represents the HDFS architecture [1-6].  

 

Figure 1: The HDFS Architecture 

Hadoop was developed for dealing with large files and enabling streaming 

data access patterns [7]. These large files should be in the range of DataNode 

block size (128 Mbyte) or its doubles. Files that are less than the DataNode 

block size results in a huge burden on Hadoop performance, like high 

memory consumption and increasing CPU processing time [8, 9]. So, there is 

a big challenge in storing large number of small files in the HDFS and 

processing them. Solving the problem of the small file is more complex. The 

reasons why Hadoop faces the problem of small files: the management of the 

NameNode memory and the MapReduce performance [10]. 
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To evaluate the performance of Hadoop there are some evaluation metrics 

that are shown in [11] as follow: DataNode Memory: the number of blocks 

consumed by each file reflects the optimum use of the DataNode memory. 

Files of size smaller than the default block size will waste a lot of DataNode 

memory. NameNode Memory: defines the size of the metadata stored in 

HDFS. The capacity of namespace of the system is limited by the physical 

memory. Files, directories, and blocks are named objects in HDFS and each 

of which requires 150 bytes. CPU time spent: defines the time taken by the 

MapReduce application. The less CPU processing time the highest Hadoop 

performance. This paper presents a literature survey of the impact of small 

files on Hadoop performance and discusses the existed solutions to overcome 

this problem. 

This paper is organized as follow: In section 2, we provide a taxonomy of 

small files in Hadoop solutions and the advantage and disadvantage for each 

approach for small files problem. In section 3, we discuss the open points. 

Finally, we conclude this survey in section 4. 

3. The Existed Solutions for the Small Files problem 
in Hadoop  

This section presents a literature survey a comparative study of the following 

approaches: Hadoop Archive Files, Federated NameNodes, Change the 

ingestion process/interval, Batch file consolidation, Sequence files, HBase, 

and S3DistCp.  

3.1 Hadoop Archive Files  

Principles: For solving the small files problem, the Hadoop Archive 

approach (HAR) was done by Hadoop itself. It is obvious from the name that 

an archive file (.har) should be created [12], the main idea in the HAR 

approach is to put the small files in an archive file. Converting a large set of 

small files into one (.har) file results in a good enhancement on the 

NameNode meta-data. Figure 2 shows the HAR architecture [13]. 
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Figure 2: HAR Architecture 

 

Figure 3: Reading Files from HAR  

MapReduce programs can access the part files in parallel. To access a file 

from part-0 two index files should be used. Figure3 shows how the reading 

process done in HAR. Two indexing steps is an overhead to the NameNode, 

as two different index files should be stored in NameNode. Discussion: HAR 

files used to overcome the problem of the NameNode, but the processing 

performance may worsen. HAR Files should be used when data stored for 

archival purposes [14]. If the small files are part of our normal processing 

flow, another approach should be used. 
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3.2 Federated NameNodes   

Principles: in large cluster, there are thousands of DataNodes and a single 

NameNode that holds the all the object metadata, this strategy is not a good 

solution to make a single NameNode holds all the metadata, Federated 

NameNodes is a good solution to overcome this problem by allowing to have 

multiple NameNodes in the cluster [15, 16]. If the cluster houses multiple 

tenants and applications, each NameNode will store the metadata for a 

definite tenant. Figure 4 shows the architecture for federated NameNode 

approach. 

 

Figure 4: Federated NameNode Architecture  

Discussion: Federated NameNodes make isolation for the object metadata; 

each NameNode will store only the tenant metadata. 

3.3 Change the Ingestion Process/Interval    

Principles: To get rid of the small files problem easily, is to avoid the small 

files to be stored inside the HDFS, this process can be done by changing the 

data ingestion interval process inside the Hadoop, changing the source system 
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to produce large files instead of the large number of the small files, or 

converting the small files to large ones by concatenating them before storing 

in the HDFS. If we are ingesting 10 MB of data per hour, and the ingestion is 

modified to be once a day, we will produce a 1x240MB large file instead of 

24x10MB small files [17-18]. Discussion: we may not have control over the 

source system creating the files or business needs require that we ingest data 

at interval frequencies such that small files are unavoidable [2]. If small files 

are unavoidable and data ingestion intervals should be short, then another 

solution should be reached. 

3.4 Batch File Consolidation  

Principles: in this approach, the problem of the small files is solved by 

bagging these small files in large files, the small files will be stored in a 

definite folder and a MapReduce job will run periodically for rewriting the 

small files into larger files. This solution can be done by using only 2 lines of 

Pig, both a load statement and a store statement [19-20], as following: 

A = load ‘/data/inputDirectory’ using PigStorage(); 

Store A into ‘/data/outputDirectory’ using PigStorage(); 

If we have 1000 small files in a definite folder and 5 reduces are specified for 

the MapReduce job, the 1000 small files will be merged into 5 larger files.  

This will reduce the DataNode memory consumption; the metadata stored in 

the NameNode, and will in turn enhance the Hadoop performance. These 

MapReduce jobs require cluster resources during execution, and are 

scheduled to run during off hours. However, they should be run frequently 

enough so the small files impact over the Hadoop performance does not 

become too extreme. Discussion: Batch file consolidation does not index or 

save the original file names. So, if the names of original files are important 

when processing, then batch file consolidation will not be the perfect solution 

for solving the problem of the small files.   
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3.5 Sequence Files    

Principles: The Sequence files approach solves the problem of saving the 

names of the small files [21-22], each sequence file will contains two 

components: (1) The key which stores the file name, (2) The value which 

stores the file content. Table 1 shows how the small files would be stored in a 

sequence file: 

Table 1: Storing the small files in a sequence file. 

Key Value Key Value Key Value 

file1.txt file1 

contents 

file2.txt file2 

contents 

fileN.txt fileN 

contents 

If we have 2,000,000 small files stored in the HDFS, then the created 

sequence file will contain 2,000,000 keys, one key per file. Sequence files 

support the option of block compression, and these Sequence files are split 

able, this means that the MapReduce jobs will launch each map task for each 

block (128MB) rather than each map task for each small file. This reduction 

in the number of all the map tasks results in a large reduction in the 

MapReduce operations execution time and in turn enhancing the Hadoop 

performance. The Sequence Files approach is a perfect solution when the 

name of the input files needed to be saved. In addition, if a large number of 

the small files should be stored at the same time in Hadoop, then multiple 

sequence files should be created in parallel to aggregate this large number of 

the small files. Discussion: Hadoop files are immutable and cannot be 

appended to, so we need to ingest a large number of the small files at a time 

in order to make the sequence file works well. In addition, Hive software does 

not work well with sequence files structure. For creating one sequence file a 

large time will be consumed, so the sequence file is not practical in case of 

existing a plenty of large files. 
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3.6 HBase    

Principles: HBase tables can be used for restoring a large number of HDFS 

small files as individual records. HBase approach is the best solution, if the 

data access pattern is based on a well-defined or random-access lookups. 

Several advantages result in using HBase as, high-velocity data inserts, real 

time processing and individual record lookups. HBase approach performance 

is not well in case of full data scan, so, for queries tend toward full table 

scans, HBase is an inefficient solution [23, 24]. Discussion: if the data access 

pattern tends toward full table/file scans, then the HBase approach may not be 

optimal. Balancing HBase with other cluster processes requires advanced 

system administration. Additionally, HBase performance depends largely on 

data access patterns and this point should be considered before we choose 

HBase for solving the small file problem. 

3.7 S3DistCp       

Principles: This solution is only used by users of Amazon EMR. Amazon 

EMR clusters are short lived, storing the data in Amazon S3. S3DistCp is a 

tool provided by Amazon used for distributed copying of data from S3 to 

HDFS. The utility enables to concatenate files together by using of group by 

and target size options. This is useful when we have large number of the small 

files stored in S3 that should be processed by using Amazon EMR. S3DistCp 

has two benefits; concatenating several small files and making the data appear 

faster than normal HDFS storage. The results show that the performance 

improvement using this mechanism is 15x [25-26]. Discussion: processing a 

large number of the small files still results in launching more map tasks than 

necessary decreasing performance. S3DistCp works the batch file 

consolidation approach. 

4. Discussion and open points   
The DataNode block size is set to 128 Mbyte and there is a trend to double it, 

because of this trend, small files problem becomes unavoidable and solving 
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this problem is a good achievement. Several approaches have been produced 

for solving the NameNode memory consumption problem and the 

MapReduce performance problem like Hadoop Archive Files, Federated 

NameNodes, Change the ingestion process/interval, Batch file consolidation, 

Sequence files, and HBase and S3DistCp. Sometimes choosing between these 

approaches becomes elusory but can be evaluated according to some metrics 

like the number of DataNode blocks consumed to store each file, NameNode 

memory consumed and the time taken by the CPU to perform operations on 

the data(MapReduce performance). Sequence Files approach uses (key/value) 

pair technique for solving the small files problem in Hadoop, this approach 

has several advantages but it is still suffering from some drawbacks like (1) It 

is slow to convert existing data into Sequence Files. (2) It is not suitable in 

case of large number of large files stored in the HDFS. An enhancement must 

occur on the Sequence Files approach to overcome its previous drawbacks. 

We are going to enhance the sequence files strategy in order to improve the 

Hadoop performance with small files as efficient as possible. In addition, 

there are some points that should be considered when we talk about the recent 

approaches, as follows: 

4.1 NameNode Consumed Memory 

An observed enhancement over NameNode Memory used space can be 

reached when we use approaches like HAR approach, Change the Ingestion 

Process/Interval approach, Batch File Consolidation approach, Sequence Files 

approach, HBase approach and S3DistCp approach, but when we use 

Federated NameNodes approach it makes isolation for the object metadata 

and each NameNode will store only the tenant metadata, so, Memory 

enhanced by isolation not by reducing the used space. 

4.2 Processing time 

MapReduce applications processing time will be enhanced when we use 

approaches like Federated NameNodes approach in case of homogenous 

systems, Change the Ingestion Process/Interval approach, Batch File 

Consolidation approach, Sequence Files approach, HBase approach in case of 

real time processing and individual record lookups and S3DistCp approach, 

but MapReduce applications processing time will be increased when we use 
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approaches like HAR approach, Federated NameNodes approach in case of 

heterogeneous systems and HBase approach in case of full data scan.  

4.3 Hadoop performance 

The performance of Hadoop will be enhanced when we use approaches like 

Federated NameNodes approach, Change the Ingestion Process/Interval 

approach, Batch File Consolidation approach, Sequence Files approach, 

HBase approach in case of real time processing and individual record lookups 

and S3DistCp approach, but when we use approaches like HAR approach and 

HBase approach in case of full data scan results in a bad Hadoop 

performance.  

5 Conclusion  
Hadoop framework was developed for storing and processing big data. 

However, the size of the files stored in the HDFS impacts on the Hadoop 

performance. For large files, (the file size close to or double the DataNode 

block size), Hadoop runs well. Nevertheless, for small files (file size 

significantly smaller than the block size), Hadoop performance degrades. This 

is because, storing and processing small files inside the HDFS results in a 

high overhead in the system. Briefly, the default DataNode block size is 128 

MB and each file will be stored in a separate block so the DataNode storage 

will be consumed for storing small files. In addition, each file will be defined 

as a name object in HDFS and each of which requires 150 bytes so a large 

numbers of the small files stored in the system metadata occupies a large 

portion of the namespace. The time consumed by the MapReduce operations 

will increase. Therefore, the performance of the Hadoop will go down when 

large number of small files are stored in the HDFS. In this paper, several open 

points, which should be taken into consideration to improve Hadoop 

performance with small files, are discussed. 
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